The Moon, Observed through the Fry 8-inch Cooke Refractor 1862, ULO (After William Herschel)

ASTRONOMY INTERVIEW

Drawing the MoonI visited ULO a number of times in 2010.
Thanks to the staff at ULO I made drawings of sunspots and the moon using the
Fry 8 inch Cooke Refractor. The longer
I observed, the more I could see and the
more comparisons I could draw between
the moon and forms I had drawn before.
I found drawing the moon through direct
observation helped me remember its
anatomy and deepen my interest in the
moon as a subject.

Peter Thomas is the observatory manager at University of London Observatory. I asked him
about observation and learning in Astronomy at ULO.
G.A.- Do you think the use of digital technology in Astronomy is preventing the
students from the experience of direct observation, and from observational recording
methods like drawing?
P.T.- When looking at current CCD images students have to learn to subtract visual
noise, it is a very different technique and way of looking, they get so much information from digital images without much observational effort. Drawing teaches the
students to look and look again. It is surprising how many get good accurate results
from drawing.
G.A.- Is drawing part of the Astronomy degree course?
P.T.- Yes- It is for the first years. We ask them to look through the telescope, move the
telescope to find an object and then to draw it.

G.A..- I believe there is a value in the slow process of creating the analogue document compared to the speed of the digital document
The time spent observing and recording helps the memory and develops interest in
the subject. In con temporary culture, the means through which we attain knowledge
is changing rapidly. We can now “know” about anything very quickly using the internet. Whereas in the mid nineteenth century knowledge, was a very slow process, an
endeavour, Drawing is a slow process and a slow way of getting to know something,
requiring concentration, patience, imagination and acute observation. Do you see
the value in the analogue approach to knowledge formation?

G.A.-What do you see as the purpose of the drawing exercise, is it a mnemonic
device?
When I asked students about their experience of drawing through the telescope, most
students said it was beneficial helping them observe more actively and remember
what they were observing. Does ULO encourage students to continue drawing during their BA?
Whereas in the mid nineteenth century knowledge, was a very slow process, an
endeavour. Drawing is a slow process and a slow way of getting to know something,
requiring concentration, patience, imagination and acute observation. Do you see the
value in the analogue approach to knowledge formation?
P.T.- The purpose is to orientate and memorize position of stars and show relative
distances within the field of view, so, I suppose it is a mnemonic device. They all do
this practical, and if they wanted to continue working on a drawing observation project, this would be valued.
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P.T.- Yes- Look at monastic life- there is a lot missing but a tranquility that is aimed
for- you have time to study and time to think and decide what is important morally
and worthwhile, modern life doesn’t give you much opportunity to do that. I’d like
to see the astronomy students balancing analogue and digital methods, keeping the
history of astronomy and observation in mind.
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After observing the judging process of the Jerwood Drawing Prize 2010, and viewing thousands of fine art drawings, I realized that I was hoping to see drawings which enquire into natural phenomena and act as an observational technology. I became very curious about the current
practice of drawing beyond the art world, and chose to investigate the current practice of drawing in the natural sciences.
I draw regularly from natural science collections at University College London, Kew Gardens and The Natural History Museum. Taking these
institutions as a starting point, I began an enquiry, contacting individual archaeologists, astronomers, botanists, geologists and mycologists. In
time I began a dialogue with individual specialists, who offered me the opportunity to visit their workplace, to interact with their collections
and to ask them specific questions about drawing within their subject areas.
Each drawing is observed directly from these collections and inspired by historical natural science drawings. The project can be followed in full
on gemmaandersonjerwood.wordpress.com and through my website gemma-anderson.co.uk.

hand coloured with Japanese watercolours, drawn
from the archaeology department at UCL, 2010
5- Comparative mountains of the world, by
J.Emslie, (Wellcome Trust Images)
6- Photograph of Problematic Flint and Copper
Plate, Natural History Museum, 2010
7- Mycology Specimens, after “The Grotto at
Antiparos”. Engraving,( Unknown), copper
etching, hand coloured with Japanese watercolours,.Drawn from Mycology collection at Kew
Gardens ,2010
8- Diagram of Specimens in Mycology work,
pencil on paper, 2010.
9- Haematite, after “Haemaglobin of the Brain”
by R.Hooper, copper etching, hand coloured with
Japanese watercolours, drawn from UCL Rock
Room, 2010
10- Sunspots, pencil on paper, drawn through the
8 Inch Fry Telescope at ULO, 2010.
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out if it is complete or incomplete and then draw the outline. We
normally only draw flint that has been modified, only drawing the
modification and cortex, outer crust.
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Meeting with Dr Ulrike Sommer, Lecturer in European Archaeology, Institute of Archaeology, UCL before drawing a polished flint axe head from the
archaeology department.

G.A.- Thinking about drawing and observation, as a knowledge
building tool, are students losing an important way of looking and
observing by not drawing?

G.A.-Does drawing act like a language in archaeology that archaeologists can understand?

U.S.- Yes definitely, you can use photography, but a photograph will
only show you what things look like, whereas drawing can tell you
about the soil and the environment- things the camera cannot see.

G.A.- Can you tell me how you use drawing in archaeology?
U.S- We use drawing to document during excavation, we draw plans
and sections people have to dig, and we draw artefacts.
G.A- Is drawing still used in archaeological education here in archeology at UCL?
U.S.- Well not as much as it should be- when4drawing an artefact
you have to pay very close attention, observing its shape, drawing is
the best way to learn about an artefact.

U.S.- Yes

G.A.- So all of the shapes and marks conveyed in an archaeological
drawing have meaning to you?

U.S.- Definitely, we don’t draw after nature- a field drawing or a
drawing of a pot or flint follows certain conventions, in order to
draw flint you have to know how it was made.
U.S.- You can’t document flint through a photograph as you can’t
see the technical details- which give you information about how it
was made.

G.A.- Why is it especially important to draw flint?

G.A.- What is it that you are looking for when drawing a flint?
U.S.- First, the orientation- to find the front and
5 the back, you
need to work out if it has been modified, if so which side and find
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1. Daldina concentrica - popularly known as King
Alfred’s cakes
2. Sphaeria gunni, the name of this species now is
Cordyceps gunnii
3. Amanita muscaria or fly agaric; for this specimen
there is a nice history you can read in the book by
Spooner & Roberts (2005) Fungi:on how the Vikings
took it to go ‘berserk’
4. herb hort
5. fly agaric this is also Amanita muscaria
6. Schizophyllon commune ; a widely distributed
fungus
7. Tuber aestivum 162512 ; truffles
8. Daldina concentrica
9. Armillaria mellea or honey fungus, is also known
as the gardener’s curse as it is parasitic in all sort of
gardens plants and timber trees
10. Stemonitis ferruginea ; is a slime mould or
myxomycete, now in the Kingdom Protozoa instead
of Fungi; but traditionally these organisms have been
studied by mycologists. They were once included in the
Kingdom Animalia as ‘myzetozoa’ as you can see in the
old plate by Haeckel of 1904. They eat bacteria and
organic matter from the soil.
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LIST OF WORKS

1-Lichen, after “Land classification map of parts
of N. E. California and N.W. Nevada” by G.M
Wheeler, copper etching, hand coloured with
Japanese watercolours, drawn form lichen collected
at Epping forest, 2010
2- Bark and Lava, after “Mountains and Ravines”, by Hercules Seghers, copper etching, hand
coloured with Japanese watercolours, Drawn from
Bark at Kew Gardens and Lava at UCL,2010
3- Problematic Flint, After “Table of illustrated
stone formations”, by Sir Thomas Penyston
who found several of the illustrated stones in his
own land, from “The natural history of Oxfordshire”, being an essay toward the natural history
of England , by Robert Plot, copper etching,
hand coloured with Japanese watercolours,Drawn
in the Paleontology department of the Natural
History Museum,2010
4-Flint Axe Heads, After “Comparative Mountains of the World” by J.Emslie, copper etching,
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